Vision Faculty of Physical Therapy - Cairo University

Seeking Faculty of Physical Therapy - Cairo University - of the leading and top local, regional and global recognition of excellence.
About Faculty of Physical Therapy - Cairo University
State began to enter the physical therapy as a form of treatment of non-conventional modern and effective, which helps many patients to pass the duration of the illness without resorting to drugs in the belief in keeping pace with progress and civilization, and therefore sent a group of children to Germany to study this kind of specialization as a prelude to configure nucleus of the members of the teaching of this new science in Egypt has been established college in 1962.

The Faculty of Physiotherapy is distinguished with its own specialty, among other colleges Egyptian universities, where is a model of the enterprise university of modern managed in a few years to demonstrate its scientific in Egypt and the Arab world and even at the level of the whole world, prompting many developed countries including the United States of America to the high demand for Request college graduates to work for them because what they have achieved in the field of practical efficiency and proficiency.

The modern architecture of the College was inaugurated in December, 1998, which was held on an area of three thousand five hundred square meters consisting of ground floor and four floors and processed on a high level befitting the fact that the College of Natural Therapy is unique in the Middle East.

The faculty consists of the following scientific sections:
• basic science of physiotherapy
• Physical Therapy for disorders of the circulatory system and respiratory and elderly
• Physical Therapy for nervous system disorders and muscle surgery
• Physical Therapy for disorders of growth and development stages and surgery in children
• Physical therapy for musculoskeletal disorders and motor and surgery
• Physical Therapy Surgery
• Biomechanics
• Physical Therapy for gynecology and obstetrics and surgery

The students demands for specializing in the field of physical therapy and applying for the study increased since the establishment of the faculty up till now.
Address Faculty of Physical Therapy - Cairo University
Faculty of Physical Therapy - Cairo University - Quality Assurance Unit
- 7 U Ahmed Zayat - between the chateaux - Dokki, Giza.
Tel: 37617693 to 37617691 (202) Fax: 37,617,692
Dean: fpt.dean @ yahoo.com
Sector Education and Student Affairs (BA) pt.undergraduate @ yahoo.com
Sector Graduate: pt.postgraduate @ yahoo.com
Goals Faculty of Physical Therapy - Cairo University
College seeks to achieve four main objectives are as follows:
1. Raise the efficiency of the educational process altogether.
2. Develop the system of postgraduate and support scientific research.
3. The development of community service and work to achieve community satisfaction.
4. Improve the institutional capacity of the College.
Mission Faculty of Physiotherapy - Cairo University

The Faculty of Physiotherapy - Cairo University – is dedicated to the graduation of professionals able to meet the needs of different levels of the local labor market with a competitive distinctive high level, researchers are able to develop professional level of research competitor in the framework of values and customs that support community service and continuous learning through the continued development of educational programs and Scientific Research